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ABSTRACT: Inspired by Mott’s (1929) analysis of particle tracks in a cloud chamber,
we consider a simple model for quantum cosmology which includes, in the total Hamil-
tonian, model detectors registering whether or not the system, at any stage in its en-
tire history, passes through a series of regions in conguration space. We thus derive a
variety of well-dened formulas for the probabilities for trajectories associated with the
solutions to the Wheeler-DeWitt equation. The probability distribution is peaked about
classical trajectories in conguration space. The \measured" wave functions still satisfy
the Wheeler-DeWitt equation, except for small corrections due to the disturbance of the
measuring device. With modied boundary conditions, the measurement amplitudes es-
sentially agree with an earlier result of Hartle derived on rather dierent grounds. In the
special case where the system is a collection of harmonic oscillators, the interpretation of
the results is aided by the introduction of \timeless" coherent states { eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian which are concentrated about entire classical trajectories.
1. INTRODUCTION
The focus of attention in quantum cosmology is the Wheeler-DeWitt equation,
HΨ = 0 (1.1)
Here, the wave functionΨ is a functional of the gravitational and matter elds on a three-
surface, and it describes the quantum state of a closed cosmological model [1]. The most
striking and conceptually problematic aspect of this equation is that it does not involve
time explicitly, severely complicating eorts to extract predictions from it [2,3]. Amongst
the many attempts to understand this feature, one is to claim that \time", and indeed
entire histories of the universe, are already contained amongst the arguments of the wave
function, hence no time label is required [4,5]. Whilst these claims seem to be true at
some level in simple models of quantum cosmology, it presents us with the interesting
challenge of reformulating standard quantum theory without the explicit use of time, and
then demonstrating the emergence of time and of classical trajectories. Although the
Wheeler-DeWitt equation in the form (1.1) is unlikely to be the last word in quantum
gravity, it does seem likely that whatever replaces it will still be of a timeless nature. The
loop variables programme of Ashtekar and others, for example, certainly preserves this
feature [6]. It is therefore of interest to investigate this feature in simple models.
Many attempts to use and make sense of Eq.(1.1) have been made. These attempts
focus on simple (minisuperspace) models, in which one has an N-dimensional conguration
space, C with coordinates x, and the Hamiltonian operator has the form
H = −1
2
r2 + V (x) (1.2)
The signature of the metric is typically hyperbolic so the Wheeler-DeWitt equation is like a
Klein-Gordon equation in curved space with a spacetime dependent mass term. Associated
with it is a Klein-Gordon current
J = i (ΨrΨ − ΨrΨ) (1.3)
Like the Klein-Gordon equation, however, this does not produce a positive probability
density except in very special cases (namely when there is a Killing vector associated with






where µ(x) is an appropriate measure, but the norm hΨjΨi typically diverges. In practice, most uses of
the Wheeler-DeWitt equation rely on something like the \WKB interpretation", in which in the oscillatory
regime the wave function is written in the form Ψ = CeiS , where S is a solution to the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation. It is argued that this wave function corresponds to an ensemble of classical trajectories satisfying
